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Examination Tables
A curated selection of the most popular innovative and market-leading treatment tables that 
support the needs of clinical, medical and rehabilitation staff across all parts of the 
healthcare industry.

UX10 Exam Chair Contour Exami Two Section Exam Table

Three Section Exam Table Three Section All Electric 
Exam Table

Podiatry Multi-Purpose 
Chair
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Three Section Exam 
Table - Bariatric

Four Section Physio 
Traction Treatment Couch
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UX10 Exam Chair
The UX10 Exam Chair’s breakthrough design maximises everyday patient comfort and 
caregiver efficiency for examinations and treatment.

Key Benefits

| Three (3) Sections: Full lie-flat to chair 
positioning
| Storage points for control and equipment
| Built in backrest push handles for ease of 
movement
| Singular formed base cover
| Out of the way control and power cable 
management
| Forward tilting and side egress
| Designed, manufactured and assembled in 
Australia

Application

A specially designed examination chair and bed 
in one – for new levels of comfort, safety, ease 
and flexibility, even in the tightest spaces.

Why Buy?
We designed and developed it with specific input by 
one of Australia's largest metropolitan hospitals – 
ensuring every detail has practical day-to-day 
benefits in today’s dynamic healthcare environment. 
Instantly adjustable from chair to lie-down table, its 
electronic height variability takes ease and safety to 
new levels. Patients can sit upright, recline, lie flat or 
even tilt – with the stability of twin powered columns 
under the chair. They can move on and off the chair 
with confidence, with its unique ultra-low height 
option. The lightweight design and large castors 
make it a breeze to move around consultation 
rooms, clinics or hospital departments. 
Assembly Guide.
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UX10 Exam Chair
Ultra-low height
Make it easier and safer for patients to 
get on and off.

The very low seat height of this chair with 
fully retracted sides helps with easy 
egress and takes away the requirement 
to use step stools or unnecessary heavy 
lifting. Sit and position your patient 
comfortably and then raise them to the 
desired work height with the touch of a 
button.

Lies flat
The backrest and leg rest move 
independently or together from chair to 
bed.

You have the flexibility of sitting a patient 
up to almost 90 degrees or lying down 
completely flat. There is a CPR function to 
lie the backrest flat quickly in case of 
emergency.

Head and foot tilt
A 14 degree top trendelenburg with tilt 
both directions.

Transition a patient how you need them - 
quickly lower their head down (and feet 
up) in an emergency.

Easy transfer
Conveniently positioned handles and 
large wheels for ease of location.

Lock in the steer castor and use the push 
handles to move the chair effortlessly to 
where you need it.

Low - High seated
Great low - high range for all medical 
applications.

Low - High lie flat
Patient friendly low - high lie flat 
positioning.

Specifications

Size: 650mm wide x 1350mm overall (1900mm 
lying flat).
Comfort: 75mm thick premium, sealed, 
removable cushion.
Height Range: 500mm - 880mm with lie-flat and 
forward / reverse tilt.
SWL: 220kg.
Castor Size: Large twin wheel 125mm castors 
with 4 x brake and steer.

Product Code

UX10-EC
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Contour Exami
An economical, customisable, easy to move examination table available with or without 
dropsides.

Key Benefits

Safe & low: The 400mm low platform height of 
this table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Excellent height: Electrically adjust the patient 
height up to 930mm helps to examine or treat 
your patient without having to stoop over, 
ensuring easy access and less stress.
Comfortable: 100mm fluid proof Protran 
mattress with a welded, pressure relieving cover.
Custom quality: Manufactured in Australia with 
speed, quality, and care, plus customisation 
capability
Longest warranty: Peace of mind with a 
lifetime of local support, easy maintenance, and 
fast guaranteed parts.

Application

Ideal for medical clinics, examination rooms, 
schools, prisons & mining sites.

Why Buy?
This patient platform is typically used in a wide 
range of areas such as medical clinics, examination 
rooms, schools, prisons and mining sites. Helping 
patients on and off an examination table is easy and 
safe with a design that allows the mattress platform 
down to 400mm, lower than a standard office chair 
height! 
Uniquely, these stretcher examination tables are 
designed to be easily moved around and re-
positioned due to their light-weight build and large 
castors. There are a range of accessories and 
customisations available to ensure the unit is 
designed to be priced and configured best to 
practically fit into your modern facility.  
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Contour Exami
Without dropsides
If you require a patient examination 
table, then this is worth considering.

The standard Contour Exami without 
dropsides gives all the same functionality 
as an examination table, however has the 
additional value of colour choices and 
accessory mounting, while being very 
easy to move and reposition as required.

Ultra-low height
Make it easier and safer for patients to 
get on and off.

The 400mm low platform height of this 
table takes away the requirement to use 
step stools or unnecessary heavy lifting. 
Sit and position your patient comfortably 
and then raise them to the desired work 
height with the touch of a button.

Excellent high height
Don't strain your back, raise a patient up 
to your best working height.

Lifting the platform height up to 830mm 
(plus an extra 100mm for the mattress 
pad thickness), helps you to examine and 
treat your patient without having to 
stoop over, ensuring easy access and 
less stress. The backrest travels from 0 to 
85 degrees with emergency CPR quick 
release option available.

15 degree head and foot tilt
A generous 15 degrees top tilt both 
directions.

Position a patient how you need them or 
quickly lower their head down (and feet 
up) in an emergency.

Dropside, cover, colour options
Upgrades such as wider top, dropsides, 
base cover, colours and accessories.

This is a very flexible platform with 
excellent customisation available. Change 
the standard Contour Exami form a basic 
examination table into an economy 
patient stretcher.

Go anywhere
Change from the standard 125mm twin 
to 175mm single castors for situations 
such as outdoor.

If there is a requirement to wheel over 
rougher concrete, sand or grass terrains, 
this option gives larger diameter rubber 
wheels with 50mm extra ground 
clearance under the stretcher.

Specifications

Overall Size: 2135 x 815mm (965mm wide 
option).
Patient Surface: 1900 x 680mm (830mm wide 
option).
Height Range: 400 - 830mm.
SWL: 300kg.
Castor Size: 125mm twin wheel castors, 4 
brakes and 1 steer.
Includes: 100mm Protran mattress, electric 
backrest that raises to 85 degrees, standard 
main power electric operation.
Options: dropsides, base cover, battery back-up 
with cable retractor, larger castors and 7 endrail 
colours.

Product Codes
Contour Exami (without dropsides); MPT-C-EXAMI
150mm wider top; MPT-CXA-WT
Battery backup; MPT-CXA-BB
CPR backrest release; MPT-CXA-BQR
Dropsides; MPT-CXA-5RD
Base cover with storage; MPT-CXA-BC
175mm large castor option; MPT-CXA-175
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Two Section Exam Table
Simple design with excellent stability 
during manipulations.

Key Benefits
| Electric hi-lo and gas assisted backrest
| Retractable heavy-duty castors and levelling feet
| Angled legs ensure ultimate stability
| Attractive and professional finish 
| Dimension 1950 L x 710 W with 670mm backrest
| Adjustable back and leg sections -20 to +75 
degrees
| Height range of 470 - 920mm
| Weight Capacity 250kg
| Warranty: 7 years frame & 3 years electrics

Product Code
White / Navy - FSET-ET2NB

Why Buy
This strong two section table will withstand the 
rigours of patient treatment whether it is used in a 
demanding Physiotherapy clinic or a small GP 
practice, you can rest assured it will perform. With a 
sleek design, great features and a foot switch as 
standard it is simple to operate straight from the 
box without any assembly required.

Available in Navy Blue only.
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Three Section Exam Table
The ultimate in flexibility and stability 
during manipulations.

Key Benefits
| Electric hi-lo and gas assisted backrest
| Dual backrest design allows the legrest to be 
raised into a backrest position
| Retractable heavy-duty castors and levelling feet
| Angled legs ensure ultimate stability during 
manipulations
| Attractive and professional finish
| Dimensions 1950 L x 710 W with 630mm back, 
mid & leg sections
| Adjustable back and leg sections -40 to +65 
degrees
| Height range of 465 - 925mm
| Weight Capacity 250kg
| Warranty: 7 years frame & 3 years electrics

Product Code
White / Navy - FSET-ET33NB

Why Buy
One of Australia’s top choices for medical centres 
and other healthcare providers for many years. This 
very popular three section couch offers dual gas 
strut supported sections & smooth hi-lo operation, 
which when combined with all the other inclusions, 
represents great value. 

Three Section All Electric exam table option is 
also available. 

Available in White / Navy Blue only.
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Three Section All Electric Exam Table
The ultimate in flexibility and stability 
during manipulations.

Key Benefits
| Electric hi-lo and gas assisted backrest
| Power assisted electric backrest & footrest 
operation
| Dual backrest design allows the legrest to be 
raised into a backrest position
| Retractable heavy-duty castors and levelling feet
| Angled legs ensure ultimate stability during 
manipulations
| Attractive and professional finish
| Dimensions 1950 L x 710 W with 630mm back, 
mid & leg sections
| Adjustable back and leg sections -40 to +65 
degrees
| Height range of 470 - 910mm (approx. 30 secs)
| Weight Capacity 250kg
| Warranty: 7 years frame & 3 years electrics

Product Code
White / Navy - FSET-ET33AENB

Why Buy
One of Australia’s top choices for medical centres 
and other healthcare providers for many years. This 
very popular three section couch offers dual gas 
strut supported sections & smooth hi-lo operation, 
which when combined with all the other inclusions, 
represents great value. 

Available in White / Navy Blue only.
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Podiatry Multi-Purpose Chair
A podiatry multi-purpose chair designed 
to suit many uses across the healthcare 
industry. This robust chair includes many 
features such as flip up armrests, 
comfortable foam padding and an 
instrument tray.

Key Benefits
| Electric Hi Lo & seat tilt operation by foot switch
| Sleek design with rounded frame legs for safety
| Head section has face hole and headrest plug
| Includes instrument tray and adjustable feet for 
uneven surfaces
| 225kg SWL
| Dimensions 2200 L x 910mm W
| Backrest length 910mm
| Mid-section length 560mm / leg section length 
380mm
| Height range from 565 to 980mm
| Adjustable backrest 80° / Seat tilt 25°
| 50mm retractable castors for increased safety 
and mobility

Product Code
FSET-PCNB

Why Buy
Soft padded patient support surfaces and armrests 
with foam padding, covered in heavy duty PVC vinyl 
for ease of cleaning. Will help ensure that your 
patient has only the best chance of comfort and 
rest. With every part adjustable, you will not have to 
try hard to find the perfect position for patients.

PC Backrest with No Plug PC Backrest with Plug

PC Chair No Arms PC Chair Tilt

PC with Accessory
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Three Section Exam Table - Bariatric
A must have for facilities catering for 
Bariatric patients, featuring both sitting 
and lying positions.

Key Benefits
| Re-enforced construction for the heavier user
| 3 section support with power assist specifically 
designed for bariatric use
| Durable, anti-bacterial, washable and flame-
retardant upholstery
| Classic dual lift construction offers excellent 
stability
| Electric backrest and footrest powerfully lift 
patients
| Multidirectional castors allow for easy mobility 
| Retractable wheels ensure a stable working 
platform
| Adjustable non-slip rubber feet for uneven floors
| Back and leg rest moves 80 degrees up and 35 
degrees downward
| Warranty: 10 years frame, 5 years German 
electrics
| Dimensions 2015 L x 750 W with 680mm back 
and leg rest sections
| Height range of 430 - 970mm
| Weight Capacity 320kg

Product Code
FSET-1010U-75E

Why Buy
With an excellent low height, generous top width 
and big weight lifting capacity, this table will help you 
to safely and without compromise, work with the 
challenges that arise in the care of obese or large 
patients. 
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Four Section Physio Traction Treatment 
CouchThis traction couch offers a great solution 
for static and intermittent lumbar and 
cervical traction treatments.

Key Benefits
| Electric Hi Li operation by foot bar
| Head section has face hole and plug
| Upholstered traction stool
| Adjustable feet for uneven surfaces
| 7.5cm retractable castors for safety and mobility
| Dimensions 1950 L x 700mm W
| Backrest length 810mm / headrest 400mm / 
long seat 390mm / short seat 290mm
| Adjustable backrest 70° / Adjustable Headrest 
40°
| Weight Capacity: 250KG
| Max traction of 16cm between second and third 
sections
| Height range from 52cm to 94cm in approx 30 
seconds
| Heavy duty PVC vinyl that is fire, stain, mildew, 
oil, water and wear resistant
| Padding thickness 5cm
| Foam Density: 36kg/m3

Product Code
FSET-TCNB

Why Buy
This four (4) section treatment couch comes with 
supportive padding and reliable TiMotion motor. 
The couch also includes a flexion stool and angle 
adjustable machine mount this couch is an out of 
the box solution for many practitioners. 
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